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HOUSD s 2020,
THE FUTURE OF WOOD IN U.S. DWELLINGS
Introduction
Housing in the United States has changed markedly in the last half of the twentieth century.
Innovation has been particularly active as we responded to the post war baby boom,the rapid growth
of urban areas, the energy crisis, ever escalating housing costs, and most recently the lumber crisis.
In the aftermath of WorId War JI,we saw former airplane factories converted to produce housing
using aircraft technology. Metal-panel folding houses came on the market, but soon disappeared.
House trailers also appeared and grew to become the manufactured housing industry, which now
produces about one quarter of all homes sold in Tennessee and North Carolina Today, it is becoming
more and more dficult to distinguish between a manufactured and a traditional house.
The heat pump of the 1960s and 711s repiaced electric ceiling heat in the Southeast. The heat pump
and refrigeration systems enabled the rapid growth in the sun belt (Florida, Georgia, Texas).The hot
humid south could now bustle with the activity normally associated with cooler climes.
The 1970s brought the energy crisis and innovations like 55 gallon drums of water in the living room
to store heat, Trombe walls, earth sheltering, and 5at plate solar collectors on the rmL These
innovations came as the nation struggled with the notion that there are h i t s to our natural
resources.
Roof trusses, floor trusses, steel studs, panelized walls and modular factory made housing have had
real impact in the way we house ourselves. Ninety percent of all homes built today utilize factory
made roof trusses. Almost 40% of all homes are built partially or completely in factories.'

-

Innovation has taken many forms some have failed, others have made a tremendous impad. What
does the next twenty-five years hold in the way of change for U.S.housing? What will housing look
like in 2020? How will it be built? Of what will it be made? What is the future of wood in U.S.
dwellings?

Impact of resource disr?lptions on housing

In order to assess the potential impact of the current lumber crisis, let us look back at the impact on
housing of other major resource disruptions (energy and financing) experienced during the last
twenty-five years. Understanding how the housing market and home buyers responded to these
situations can provide a clue to what the future could hold for wood in U.S.dwellings.
Energy Crisis
The early 1970sbrought the United States (and the world) to the realization that "cheap and reliable"
energy was a thing of the past. Suddenly, we began to search for new ideas to save energy. The
architects and building designers at the forefront of the search saw the opportunity to create a "whole
new vocabulary" when it came to designing our homes and other buildings. Conservation was the
preeminent goal in their minds. Experimentation frequently resulted in radical departures from the

norm.
Buildings became part of their own energy supply system as they attempted to harness the energy
from the sun (Fig. 1). Lots of windows, facing south, captured the sun. Heavy masonry walls were
used to store the energy for use at night. While energy savings could be impressive, maintaining a
constant comfort level was difficult, and the cost of additional windows and massive storage walls was
rarely recovered in reduced utility costs.
Another conservation approach explored was finding a more benign environment in which to place
the dwelling. Harkening back to the days of the prairie sod home, the earth sheltered home was
tested. The temperature below the surface of the earth (Fig. 2) is far more moderate than the air
temperature directly above it. Some homes built were interesting and attractive in their own right.
Most were located in areas with severe winters. While a few earth sheltered homes used wood
construction, the heavy loads to be carried dictated stronger materials (Fig.3). The earth sheltered
buildings generally preformed well, though some had problems with leaks. The increased cost of heavy
construction was usually not offset by reduced utility bills?
Another more innovative approach to finding a benign environment was to create a large climate
moderating enclosure, LCME, and place dwellings within it (Fig. 4). The city of Winmki, Vermont
went so far as to host a conference to discuss the feasibility of enclosing their town (Fig. 5). At about
the same time, very large, "permanent" fabric structures were being constructed as athletic stadiums,
shopping malls, and airport terminals. Given the technological feasibility of enclosing such a large
volume, ORNL performed computer simulations to determine the energy impact of such an approach.
The projected energy savings in a cold climate like Madison, Wisconsin, was about 30% compared
to the then current stock of houses. In hot climates, like San Antonio, Texas,the savings was about
70%: Societal questions and the cost of creating the benign environment left the LCME as a
concept study, though it did generate an inordinate level of interest in the media.
Less radical ideas were also investigated. These included double wall and super insulated homes,
houses with ice storage bins for cooling,or rock storage for both heating and cooling. Solar panels
were tried for domestic hot water and space heating. Photovoltaics were developed to provide
electricity. The common threads through many of these approaches were that the houses looked
different (some very different), many bad excellent energy performance, and most a t significantly
more than a traditional house.

By the early 1980s the pace of experimentation had slowed and the changes being made to our homes
were less noticeable. Faced*with increased energy oosts we added insulation where there was none
before, or increased the levels that were previously considered adequate. We purchased more
efficient heating and amling equipment and water heaters. Thermal pane windows, building wraps
to reduce infiltration, foam sheathing, and insulated basement walls began to become the norm. While
hard to "see", the sum of all these changes had a profound impact on overall residential energy
consumption (Fig. 6).
Codes and standards began to mandate improved energy efficiency, but within the bounds of cost
effectiveness. Energy efficiency had matured to the point where it was balanced against all of the

competing economic demands placed on modem housing.

What then was the impact of the energy crisis on U.S.housing?

From an appearance viewpoint our housing changed little in response to the increasing costs of

energy. Most efficiency improvements are not readily visible (Fig. 7). Thermal pane windows, higher
R-value insulation, high-efficiency furnaces and air conditioners look little different than their lessefficient predecessors.
The energy crisis eliminated a lot of "wasteful" practices and d e d attention to the need to focus on
the many elements of a house that influence energy consumption. Life-cycle costing was utilized as
a means of assessing the benefit of higher first costs over the life of the dwelling. Value, not just cost,
was beginning to be considered in economic decisions. As we became more efficient, the quality of
construction became a focus. Poor quality construction can easily undo the gains associated with the
use of improved technology.

Financing and Affordubilify Ckii
The soaring interest rates of the late 1970s and early 198Os, coupled with rapidly escalating land and
housing costs, began to place the American dream of home ownership out of reach of many people.
Current mortgage rates (lowest in a generation) have delayed the final outcome of the financing and
affordability crisis.
Barring a major restructuring of our economy as it relates to real estate, the majority of the future
generations approaching the home buying years might be forced into perpetual tenant status. Property
would likely be in the hands of the wealthy few or corporations rather than dispersed among the
many. This would impact how change caniwill be implemented in our housing.

To illustrate this point, between 19%2and 1993 the median cost of a new house in the United States
increased from S119,OOO to $129,ooO (according to the Associated Press), or 8.4% (more than double
the innation rate). With a conventid mortgage (20% down payment), a new household would need
to have saved $25,800in order to buy this median house in 1993. If the household was able to have
saved 5% of their earnings toward the down payment (double the national average) for the last ten
years, their annual earnings would have to have averaged $51,600. The median income in the U.S.
is in the $35,000-40,000 range, which will eliminate a lot of potential home buyers.

Four major elements of housing cost are reflected in Fig. 8. Land costs as a percent of total cost have
risen 100% between 1949 and 1989. Overhead and profit have similarly increased 33%. Labor and
material costs have declined by about 25%. The total nominal cost of housing has increased more
than 11 times in the past forty years.'

In addition to inflation and escalating land a t , these increased costs reflect the fact that we demand
larger, more luxurious homes. The median size of new single family homes built in 1993was 25 square
feet larger than in 1992 according to the U.S.Census bureau Today's homes have more garage space
and bathrooms than homes built a decade ago. In 1960, less than 2% of the homes built had central
air conditioning. By 1993, 78% of the homes built were air conditioned?
Confronted with the developing chasm between the American dream home and the American family's
ability to afford it, the home industry is now focusing on -affordability." Since size and amenities are
a "given", affordability frequently involves lowering first cost through the use of lower quality
(cheaper) materials, products and systems; reducing labor costs through the use of industrialized
components or whole houses; or the shifting to less costly housing types (townhouses, condominiums,
etc.). Interestingly, the impact of the financing and affordability crisis, with its focus on first cost, is
working against many of the long-term cost-saving measures that were the outgrowth of the energy
Crisis.

Partially in response to the financing and affordability crisis brought on by the desire for larger homes
with more amenities, the home buying public has increased the number of wage earners in the
household to two or more persons. Between 1955 and 1989 the number of twoearner married
couples increased from 27% to 58%: Even with multiple wage earners, househoids are finding it
more and more difficult to finance the house they desire. The home building industry's ability to
significantly lower the costs of its product are also limited. The resulting strain may create
"revolutionary" changes in our future housing.

Lumber Crisis
The resurgence of the housing industry in the early 199Os, after a persistent recession, coupled with
other factors including: restrictions on logging, foreign sales of timber, the increased demand resulting
from Hurricane Andrew, and the general decline in the availability of quality timber has brought on
a lumber crisis. Availability and price have fluctuated strongly, which have brought response from the
home building industry.
The first response was to raise costs to the home buyer and attempt to share the risk of uncertain
prices. Another response was to reduce the potential for pilferage and loss at the job site. The
advantage of bringing wood to the job site as integral parts of difficult-to-steal wall panels, roof
trusses, etc. has been touted as a way to reduce loss.
Reducing waste by more careful preconstmction planning and estimating have also been used to cut
the amount of wood required to complete the job. In addition to wood prices, disposal costs are also
a factor in this trend (Fig. 9). In some states on-site disposal of debris is prohibited. Landfill cost are
increasing. There is concern for the future availability of disposal areas. In response to the situation,
construction techniques such as factory fabrication of wall panels are increasing in popularity. In the
factory, cut-ofh can be easily reused as blocking and what little that remains as waste can be shredded
and recycled as landscape mulch. Individual site built houses are not able to duplicate this approach
economically.
Developing substitutes for wood has been an ongoing activity for years. Windows, doors, siding, and
trim, which traditionally have been made of wood, are now often fabricated from plastics, metal, and
wood/plastic composites (Fig. 10). Only recently has the emphasis shifted to the replacement of
lumber for structural framing. One challenger is steel (Fig. 11) which has long been used for fiaming
in commercial buildings. Another substitute is stress-skin insulatedare panels, which eliminates most
framing lumber. Various masonry and masonxy/plastic foam structural systems have been used in some
parts of the country. Few of the substitute systems have been refined and optimized Steel systems,
for example, frequently retain standard 16 or 24 in. stud spacing even though the strength of the
material would permit the use of far less material. "Tradition" is given as the reason for this
suboptimal approach.
Improved efficiency in the use of lumber has been investigated. The National Association of Home
Builders Research Center began work on the Optimum Value Engineered (Om) approach to
framing in the 1970s. This approach relies on engineering and testing as opposed to "tradition" to
determine where and how lumber should be used in framing. Of the 12% total direct cost savings
achieved by the O W house, almost 8% is attniutable to lumber and other wood products.' Building
"smarter" is clearly one approach to dealing with the lumber crisis.
Increasing the supply of timber to provide lumber and other wood products is another response to
the crisis. While increasing access to federal forests could increase the supply in the short term, there

appears to be a consensus among many that other approaches will need to be developed to meet the
Iong-term requirements of the country. Importing lumber could increase the supply but may not
reduce the cost due to higher shipping charges. Other potential approaches are discussed later in this
paper.
What is the impact of the lumber crisis on the housing industry?
First and foremost it has challenged our "traditional" thinking. It has forced us to build smarter, build

more efficiently, reduce waste, and evaluate alternatives. The final outcome of the role of wood in
hture U.S. housing is still to be seen.

The house of 2020
Now with the benefit of "20/20 hindsight", let's look ahead twenty-five years to housing in the year
2020.
What will housing in 2020 look like?

In the United States, a home is a much-prized possession, one in which the owners (occupants) wish
to express their sense of status, worth, and individuality. It is far more than simply "a place to live."
Houses also provide their occupants with a "touch-stone" of familiarity to give the current generation
a sense of their heritage. These factors drive many of the decisions as to the character and content
of our dwellings. For this reason, on the surface, the housing of ulu)will look much like the housing
of today. What style (modern, tudor, colonial, gothic, eclectic) will be in "gue is anybody's guess.
However, beneath the surface many changes are expected to have occurred. In a Forum on Housing
Innovation held at the Oak Ridge National Laboratory in May 1994, several professionals on the
cutting edge of change offered their view of future housing. Harry Gordon, Burt Hill Kosar
Rittlemann, Architects, observed that we will change the way we think about our houses from a static
view to a dynamic perspective. Our houses will be built to dynamically change with the climate on
the exterior, while also responding to the changing lifestyles of the occupants on the interior. Burton
Goldberg, NAHB Research Center, observed that future houses will have a "proactive membrane"
(exterior) that responds like the skin in our body. It will be able to pass or retain moisture, air, heat
and cool in response to changing requirements. Bradley Oberg, IBACOS,noted that most of the
houses of the future will be pre-existing; therefore the focus will need to be on how to keep the
structure "Living." The durability of the "hard structure", Le, foundations, and the exterior envelope,
coupled with the ability to remodel will be essential to their vitality. Technical systems will be
componentized to facilitate upgrading as new technologies develop. Don Carlson, Automated Builder
Magazine, commented that the current resource and environmental trends will likely make future
housing infrastructure independent. Heat, cooling, water, sewerage, lighting and power would all be
provided by the house. The house would become a self sustaining unit.
How will 2020 housing be built?

In the Forum on Housing Innovation, Don Carlson observed that housing is the only major product
in the United States that is not manufactured in a factory. Automobiles, refrigerators, televisions and
other products gain quality and affordability from being manufactured. Jon Stone, Department of
Energy, noted that in the future "experience and knowledge" will be embodied in the materials rather
than the craftsman. This shift suggests the value added wilI be primarily in the housing components

and that the builderswill simply assemble these components. This shift will result in a movement away
from skilled and toward semi-skilled workers.
The cost of financing the construction of housing is directly related to the length of the construction
cycle time and will impact how houses are built. In an NAHB Research Center study: the average
cycle time for residential construction in Atlanta was 106 calendar days with the best time at 88 days
for site built construction. The best for modular (factory built) was about 42 calendar days. The
difference in the cost of financing site built and modular (factory built) $129,OOO "median priced"
houses during the actual construction is $1780 more for site built at 10% interest and $2669 more
at 15%. These figures show one of the cost advantages of factory built housing.

Ofwhat will 2020 housing be made?
The jury is still out on this question. Clearly the days of wasteful and inefficient use of lumber are
past. However, wood, unlike steel, current plastics from petroleum, and masonry is a renewable
resource. If managed properly the use of wood can be made sustainable. This suggests that once the
lumber crisis has passed, that wood may still play a dominant role in U.S.house construction.
However, it is also clear that the lumber crisis has identified alternatives to wood that perform better
than wood in certain components. These alternatives capitalize on the inherent weaknesses of wood
in regard to rot, insect attack, and dimensional instability due to moisture. In these components wood
may never return.

The lumber crisis has also forced us to think of ways to make wood 'better". The advances in
engineered wood products provide better, more consistent performance using lower qualitywood. The
full potential of engineered wood products has not yet been achieved. Engineered wood products will
be the primary form of wood used in the house of 2020.

Impact of evolving genetic engineering and forestry practices
The focus of this paper thus far has been on the availability of wood and its end use in U.S.housing.
An equally important consideration is how the supply of woad can be enhanced as a resource to the
home building industry.
Recent work by the Department of Energy's Biofuels Program has demonstrated that significantgabs
can be made in the productivity of trees used in short-rotation woody crop research. These dedicated
wood energy crops have generally consisted of deciduous hardwood species that were selected for
rapid early growth, pest resistance, broad general adaptability, high cellulose content and the ability
to regenerate via coppice sprouts. Research has involved breeding and genetic improvement,
physiological characterization, cultural management testing, and site triab for several species. Through
the research the dry average yield in some regions increased from 4.5 to 20 metric tons per hectare
per year (5052 to 22,454 IbslacreM) on 6- to 10-year rotations? This almost five-fold increase in
productivity, coupled with the relatively short rotation cycle, suggests that genetic engineering and
revised forestry practices might also be applicable to wood produced for home construction.
It is not yet known whether the production of quality lumber, in dramatically sbortened time frames,
is possible from genetically refined trees and modified forestry practices. However, it is not
unreasonable to project that such changes to how we supply wood could have a tremendous impact
on the cost and viability of many engineered wood products. To facilitate such a change a shift is

required in our thinking towards wood and its production. The trees will be producing wood fiber
rather than lumber. The growth will occur in managed plantations rather than forests. Trees will be
harvested rather than logged. Harvesting might be done by large machines that would cut and chip
the wood fiber directly into transporters rather than by chain saws and logging trucks.
Such an approach might reduce the pressure to harvest traditional forests, permitting them to mature
and provide quality lumber. The combination of new, short-rotation, wood plantations providing raw
material into an expanded engineered wood industry alongwith traditional forests providing a limited
supply of quality lumber could hasten the end of the lumber crisis.

Conclusions
Housing in the year 2020 will look to the casual observer much like the houses of today. However,
underneath they will be very different. These changes will be driven by changes in our lifestyle as well
as by our responding to the resource (energy, financing, lumber, ?) Limitations that confront us. The
role of wood d cbange. Some components of the house formerly made of wood will never return
to wood. However, wood as a renewable and sustainable resource is likely to play a dominant role
in the construction of our future homes. To achieve this role we will have to use wood smartly (where
it makes the most sense). We will have to engineer wood products that provide superior performance
with less raw material. Finally, we will have to rethink how we supply wood to the nation.
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